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Think back, really… think back. When last did you hear the silence?

A very simple question that’s actually not that simple to answer. In today’s world, we’re all so 
extremely involved and busy interacting on all different platforms. Sometimes we forget to shut 
down and listen to the silence and remind ourselves of the millions of different organisms that 
share our planet. Many might ask what silence sounds like, where a person needs to go, or what 
it takes to hear ‘it’. Silence is simply heard when you switch off, shut down and escape the man-
made noises – whether it’s an air-con unit, vehicle, building generator, siren in the distance, or 
any recognizable noise other than natural. To truly hear the silence a person needs to escape the 
city lights.
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Here in the bushveld, Safari Plains Mabula there are a few indicators other than temperature that 
tell us of the changing seasons. Increased insect activity and noises are always a great indication 
that summer is fast approaching. Also, we know that winter is approaching when large animal 
calls are heard from a distance – because of the thinning out of the trees and shrubs at that time 
of year.

Everyone that has experienced the captivating minutes – maybe even hours – with a herd of 
elephants can surely agree that there is something special about them. Whether it is their social 
connections or the process in which they make such thoughtful and wise decisions with each 
movement they take. It’s easy to humanize elephants as they have such similar traits to us, or 
perhaps traits we wish we have. Elephants have a well-developed temporal lobe that gives them 
the ability to be self-aware and to have empathy for others. They have an enlarged cerebral 
cortex that is responsible for memory and the power of recognition. Their memory is what holds 
their complex society together. An elephant can remember up to 200 individuals, some of which 
it might hardly ever see.
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When the grass is brown and the leaves are gone, and the waterholes become wrinkly, cracked 
mud pits, the dominant female (the matriarch) uses her stored knowledge of ancient routes she 
traveled when she was a young calf learning from her matriarch to now lead her herd to greener 
pastures and flowing water. The path will lead her family to seasonally fruiting trees, following 
paths compacted by many feet over the years.

Elephant impact on vegetation is as enormous as them; they have the ability to change an 
environment more than any other creature. Fire, rain and elephants help mould the Savannah 
biome, killing off trees by either ring-barking them (stripping the bark to get to the nutritious 
cambium layer) or simply pushing them over, giving the grass layer a chance to survive and 
keeping the woody cover at bay.

Elephants destroy trees, but they also aid in their dispersal. They produce around 100kg of dung 
daily which tucks away dung beetle eggs and other insects, but eating so much means that they 
often have to travel big distances to access enough food, and as they move they spread the 
semi-digested food in their manure, fulfilling a phenomenal seed disperser role. 
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As the elephants move along pushing down trees to feed on the roots and hard to reach leaves, 
they are opening thickets and feeding on the tall grass in a process called facilitation (where by 
one species can forms a niche for another species). Most of the pushed over trees catch seeds 
and hold the soils nutrients below it, which then allows small plants and grass to grow, creating a 
micro-ecosystem for small rodents, spiders and other smaller species to live in.

The elephants’ role as a habitat modifier changes tall grass into new shoots that attract buffalo 
and zebra. These species then trim the grass down further bringing in the wildebeest and zebra. 
Ultimately, an entire cycle can be controlled by elephants as the keystone species. 

Let me close this month newsletter by congratulating guides who went extra mile to receive 
prices on the guides year end function. Every year Mabula gives all employees year end party, 
guides are the first once to get their party due to being busy from November and they cannot 
leave guests and go have party. It was indeed wonderful night and good atmosphere. Guides 
enjoyed being transported to Mvubu dam by all HOD’s from other department and be served by 
HOD’s including our General Manager. Isn’t that special? To sit back, guided, served dinner and 
drinks by your own boss. It is incredible.
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Congratulations to Liam Heighton 
(best guide of the year), George 
Chirau (best guest’s comments 
on Trip Advisor). Frans Letsoalo 
(best guest’s comments Bushtime) 
and Cyrano Padiachy (our biggest 
winner on Mabula and Lilizela 
Best guide of the year in Gauteng 
Province). After all you are all the 
winners, you all excelled this year, 
making sure that our guests were 

happy all the time. Being a guide is not a career but a passion that will carry on and on forever. 
You are not only the face of Mabula but the face of South Africa and the whole world. You are 
the celebrities of Tourism. And you must be proud of yourselves.

There are times when a perfectly clear sunset might be blocked and interrupted. Not a bad 
alternative.

Thank you to photos contributors, Riette Smit and Tiaan Muller

That is all for this month
From Isaiah and Safari Plains family
Bushveld Greetings


